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Transitional UK budget unlikely to rattle markets
The British Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi Sunak will on 3rd March, at around 12.30 UK
time, present to the House of Commons the annual budget for the United Kingdom.
The ruling Conservative Party has a significant working majority of 87 seats in the lower
house of parliament and we expect the budget to pass pretty smoothly.
While revenue and spending measures are very important for UK households and
companies and the economy’s medium-term direction, our historical analysis suggests that
that financial markets’ short-term reaction to the annual budget announcement is muted.
In the past six budgets the Sterling NEER has on average depreciated about 0.1% on
budget day while the FTSE 100 has closed up about 0.3%. In the five trading sessions
following the 2015-2018 budgets, the Sterling NEER was on average unchanged while the
FTSE 100 on average only gained about 0.45%, with little variability. The only expectation to
this pattern was the March 2020 budget but acute global risk aversion, rather than the UK
budget, drove Sterling and the FTSE 100 weaker in our view. If anything the reaction of
short-end Gilts to previous budget announcements has been even more tepid.
We see two inter-connected reasons for this. First, British governments in recent years
have “pre-announced” most of their tax and spend measures to mainstream media, even if
they often hold back a few vote-winning fiscal surprises to unveil on budget day.
Second, budget announcements contain such a wide array of tax and spend measures that
gauging their short, medium and long-run impact on the economy, Sterling, Gilts or equity
markets remains an exercise in faith as much as rigorous analysis.
This year’s “two-pronged transitional” budget will be no different, in our view. Policies
largely outside of the Chancellor’s remit, including the pace of UK vaccination, will likely
continue to be the main driver of domestic financial markets, including Sterling.
However, expect Sunak to confirm both a (temporary) extension of Covid-19 related fiscal
measures to support the economy during lockdown as well as modest tax hikes regardless
of the government’s very low financing costs, in line with our September forecast.
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UK budget likely to pass with little difficulty but devil is in the detail
The British Chancellor of the Exchequer Rishi Sunak will on Wednesday 3rd March 2021, at around 12.30
UK time, present to the House of Commons the annual budget for the United Kingdom. The British
government must seek parliamentary approval each fiscal year to continue collecting two major taxes –
income tax and corporation tax1. It does this through the budget and ensuing finance bill (which effectively
puts the budget into law). The budget is also used to announce new tax and welfare spending policies and
gives an overview of the general state of the UK economy (the ruling party arguably uses this opportunity to
highlight its economic successes while partly glossing over its failures, in our view).

Figure 1: Ruling Conservative Party’s large parliamentary majority should ensure smooth passage of budget

Source: 4X Global Research, House of Commons

1

Between 1998 and 2016 the government used to present the budget in March (Spring) just before the start of the
new fiscal year, along with a Spending Review and Statement to Parliament in the Autumn. The government
subsequently opted to hold the budget in the autumn (in 2017, a transitional year, the government presented both a
Spring and Autumn budget). It then presented a single budget in the Autumn of 2018. The ruling Conservative Party
decided to cancel the 2019 Autumn budge (the first calendar year in at least 100 years without a budget) as it would
th
have coincided with an intra-term general election and instead held the budget on 11 March 2020. The government
has this calendar year again stuck with a March budget, mainly so that it can update Covid-19 related fiscal measures.
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In effect the lower house of parliament needs to vote in favour of the existing and proposed new tax
measures with a simple majority. Some members of the Labour Party, by far the largest opposition party
with 200 members of parliament, and of the ruling Conservative Party have threatened to vote against a
budget which will in all likelihood introduce some tax increases (see below). However the ruling
Conservative Party has 365 seats in the 650-seat House of Commons – a significant working majority of 87
seats2 (see Figure 1) – and we therefore expect the budget to be passed.
At the risk of stating the obvious the revenue and spending measures contained in the budget are very
important for UK households, including tax-payers, and UK-based companies (and indirectly to companies
that deal with UK companies). They also shape the medium-term direction of the economy. Unsurprisingly
there is in the weeks running up to the budget a great deal of focus on what the Chancellor of the
Exchequer will announce and the implications at a household, regional, industry and economy-wide level.

Past six budgets point to Sterling’s muted reaction to fiscal announcements…
However, recent history suggests that financial markets’ short-term reaction to the annual budget
announcement is reasonably muted. We see two inter-connected reasons for this.
First, there has been in recent years a growing tendency for British governments to “pre-announce” tax and
spend measures, with mainstream media (including the BBC) being given advance notice of most of the
Chancellor’s specific plans (to be clear these are not unofficial leaks to the press). Successive governments
have admittedly in the past held back a few fiscal measures to unveil on the day of the budget, usually
“surprise” policies which are expected to go down well with voters across the political spectrum.
A generous interpretation is that governments have seemingly taken the view that gradually revealing
budget measures ahead of the official announcement gives households and companies time to plan
accordingly. A more cynical take is that, in a world dominated by social media, drip-feeding potentially
“negative” policy measures (e.g. tax hikes and/or spending cuts), rather than announcing them all in one go
on the day of the budget, is less politically-damaging and less likely to spook financial markets.
Second, the budget announcement – which typically lasts about an hour – contains such a wide array of tax
and spend measures that it is often difficult for markets to ascertain with any certainty whether the budget
will ultimately be positive or negative, in the short, medium and long-run for the economy, Sterling, Gilts or
equity markets as a whole. While the media (and analysts) invariably tabulate the “winners” and “losers” of
a budget – and sometimes these can be obvious – at an aggregate level the picture is rarely black-andwhite in our view.

2

The working majority is calculated as Conservative Members of Parliament (MPs) less all other parties but excluding
MPs who typically do not vote in parliament. These are the Speaker of the House (who resigns from his/her party, at
present the Labour Party), the three Deputy Speakers (currently two Conservative, one Labour) who do not resign
from their parties and the seven Sinn Fein MPs who do not sit in Parliament as they do not recognise its legitimacy.
So 363 (365 minus 2) minus 276 (285 minus 2 minus 7) equates to an 87-seat government majority.
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Figure 2: % change in Sterling Nominal Effective Exchange Rate. Red bar denotes day of the budget
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Figure 2 shows how Sterling behaved before, during and immediately after the past six budget
announcements1. On budget day the Sterling Nominal Effective Exchange Rate (NEER) – a trade-weighted
average3 of Sterling against the currencies of the UK’s main trading partners – has tended to move little. On
average it has depreciated about 0.1% according to our estimates. The largest move (a 0.6% sell-off) was
recorded on the 11th March 2020 budget. However, Sterling had been weakening in the run-up to the
budget and weakened further in subsequent days, which we attribute to the impact of the slump in global
risk appetite on the more risk-sensitive Sterling, rather than to the budget per se (see Figure 3).
In the five trading sessions following the five other budgets, the Sterling NEER was on average unchanged.
On a daily basis it appreciated by on average about 0.3% and 0.1% respectively, following the 29th October
2018 and 22nd November 2017 budgets and depreciated about 0.1%, 0.2% and 0.3%, respectively,
following the 8th March 2017, 16th March 2016 and 18th March 2015 budgets.

Figure 3: Sterling (and FTSE 100) weakened around March 2020 budget but global risk aversion likely cause
Sterling indices (23 April 2010 = 100)
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…and it is a similar story for the FTSE 100 and short-end Gilts
It is a not too dissimilar story when we assess the performance of the FTSE 100 before, during and
after the past six budget announcements. On budget day, the FTSE 100 has on average closed up
about 0.3% according to our estimates (see Figure 4). The only slightly notable performance was the
FTSE’s 1.6% rally on 18th March 2015. It closed broadly unchanged in the two 2017 budgets and closed up
3

We use Bank of England trade-weights
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a modest 0.6% on 16th March 2016. The FTSE 100 did close up 1.3% on 29th October 2018 but this only
reversed the 0.9% loss recorded in the previous session while, as we argue above, the 1.4% sell-off on 11th
March 2020 had more to do with an acute slump in global sentiment than with Rishi Sunak’s budget
announcement. The FTSE 100 dropped about 13.5% in the following five sessions.
Moreover, in the five trading sessions following the five other budgets, the FTSE 100 on average only
gained about 0.45%, with little variability. It closed higher on four occasions: on 5th November 2018
(+1.1%), 25th March 2015 (+0.7%), on 15th March 2017 (+0.5%) and on 23rd March 2016 (+0.4%). It closed
lower on 29th November 2017 by a modest 0.3%.
If anything the reaction of UK short-end Gilts to previous budget announcements has been even
more muted. Figure 5 shows the basis point change in 2-year government bond yields pre and post
budget. On budget day, 2-year Gilt yields on average fell only 1.5 bps according to our estimates. They
were broadly unchanged on 11th March 2020 and 29th October 2018 and fell only very marginally in the
2016 and 2017 budgets. Only on 18th March 2015 did Gilt yields move significantly, falling just over 5bps. In
none of the past six budgets can we discern a clear or significant pattern of performance in the five trading
sessions which followed the budget announcement.

Financial markets unlikely to react much to pre-announced “transitional” budget
We do not think that financial markets’ reaction to Wednesday’s budget will be very different and
see no obvious reason to expect material changes in either Sterling, the FTSE 100 or UK Gilts. As in
past budgets the Chancellor may well announce a few unexpected, “positive” policies which could very
briefly bring financial markets to life. However, the still gargantuan cost to the government of Covid-19
related fiscal measures will limit Sunak’s scope to deliver costly surprises, in our view. Ultimately we think
that policies largely outside of the Chancellor’s remit, including the pace of vaccination in the United
Kingdom, will likely continue to be the main driver of domestic financial markets, including Sterling, in the
short and medium-term.
In many ways Wednesday’s budget can be seen as a two-pronged “transitional” budget, in our
view, based on already announced fiscal measures.
Sunak will on the one hand extend Covid-19 measures to support over the next few months British
households, corporates and ultimately an economy still stifled by a strict national lockdown. On the other
hand Sunak will also likely introduce a first round of modest tax hikes, on the expectation that the lockdown
will start being gradually eased from April onwards and in a bid to stabilise and eventually slowly start
shrinking the record-high budget deficit and public debt. This would be in line with our September forecast
that “the economy faces a potential quadruple whammy in coming months of fiscal stimulus measures
being unwound, […] and higher taxes” (see UK & Sterling facing potential quadruple whammy, 4th
September 2020).
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Figure 4: % change in FTSE 100. Red bar denotes day of the budget
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Figure 5: Change in 2-year government bond yield (basis points). Red bar denotes day of the budget
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There is a prevailing argument across the political spectrum that Sunak should not be raising taxes at this
point in the economic cycle, even modestly, as the UK economy is still very weak. Indeed Figure 6 shows
that in December 2020 the UK GDP was 6.5% lower than a year prior and GDP is likely to have contracted
further in January, in our view, as the domestic economy was still in full lockdown.
There is a second, related argument that Sunak does not need to raise taxes because the government is
effectively borrowing from itself at near zero cost. Indeed the Bank of England has financed the entirety of
the government’s deficit through its vast Quantitative Easing program by buying up government-issued
bonds. Moreover, government yields in the secondary market are very low across the maturity spectrum so
the government could in theory sell its bonds into the market and pay a negligible interest rate. Put
differently the government’s interest payments are so low as to make the size of the fiscal deficit and public
debt almost irrelevant, at least near-term.

Figure 6: UK GDP in December was still 6.5% lower than in December 2019 so is it right time to hike taxes?
United Kingdom GDP, constant prices, seasonally-adjusted
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However, this ignores two factors which we think Sunak feels compelled to take into account. First,
the Bank of England may not be willing to increase the size of its QE program for ever and if the
government was forced to finance its deficit by issuing Gilts to the market, yields and thus the government’s
debt-servicing costs could rise, potentially materially.
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Second, and perhaps more importantly in the near-term, we think Sunak is in part being driven by the
negative “optics” of a Conservative government, which prides itself on fiscal rectitude, running a persistently
very high budget deficit and presiding over a debt-to-GDP ratio over 100%. The Office of Budget
Responsibility (OBR) forecast in November that Public Sector Net Borrowing (effectively the budget deficit)
will hit a post-war high of 19% of GDP in the fiscal year ending 31st March 2021 while government debt
breached the £2 trillion mark for the first time ever this summer. Put differently, we think that Sunak and
ultimately the government are taking the view that ultra-loose fiscal policy was justified during the height of
the Covid-19 pandemic but will be increasingly unacceptable to the Conservative Party’s core voters as the
economy recovers.
For these twin reasons we are sticking to our long-held view that Sunak will in two days time start putting in
place the foundations of more prudent fiscal policy and that UK tax rates will be slowly raised further in
subsequent annual budgets.
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